...as our emulous rivals. 

It is with indescribable pleasure that I can announce to you, that the Latin orator, is awarded to a member of the Phi, which has caused no little disturbance and riot among the members of the other society.

The report was handed to the students a few days past with the several grades given, the Latin to E. D. Jones of Brunswick, the Valedictory, and two other speeches to the nearly equal to the Latin to three next best the late members of the Dialectic Society, and as it respects the Intermediate honors we rank equal to the Dia. in number. No report perhaps since the establishment of the college, has excited such discontent between the members of the two societies. The Dia. who calculated on getting both the Latin and Valedictory, being sadly disappointed, in their angelic expectatons, have attempted almost to create a rebellion. They have met and sent in a petition to the Faculty to be exempted from speaking at commencement, which more than probable will be granted to them. Being further dissatisfied because some of their members were ranked before others,ought not to have been, they divided themselves into three distinct bodies for the support of their several favorites.

As finding this to be productive of too much jarring party spirit among themselves, they at length...